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From the outset, mobile retailing—the shopping equivalent 
of the food truck craze—has been a tough sell: A gas-
powered entrepreneur first has to dispel shady associations 
with merch bought off the back of a truck. Christina Ruiz 
of TopShelf, one of the original mobile stores to roll out in 
San Francisco, lured shoppers by decking out the interior 
of her Chevy step-van with floral wallpaper and hardwood 
flooring. Since then, the aesthetic add-ons have escalated: 
New retail trucks like Butler’s Pantry and Pretty Parlor a 
GoGo tout modular shelving, custom furniture, and high-
tech sound systems. But Gorilly, the tricked-out mobile 
showroom shown here, may be the holy grail of drive-up 
stores, complete with bleached oak walls, track lighting, 
oversize windows, and an amplified record player. “It’s 
meant to be a blank canvas for the e-commerce brands 
we showcase,” says cofounder Hollis Kelley. (This month, 
the truck is partnering with Walnut Studiolo, a Portland-
based brand of wood and leather bike accessories, and 
local tech gadget–case maker Dodocase.) “People see this 
sunny, open space—it’s not just the back of a truck.” 

But though mobile shops may mimic their brick-and-
mortar counterparts in presentation, the two business 
models have recently been at odds. “Warby Parker pissed 
off a lot of local merchants,” sighs Regina Dick-Endrizzi, 
executive director of San Francisco’s Office of Small 
Business. She’s referring to the eyewear brand’s retrofitted 
yellow school bus, which took a spin through the city in 

April. Despite pushback from merchants’ associations, the 
OSB hopes to promote a fresh fleet of mobile shops in the 
coming year with a new ordinance. While four-wheeled 
boutiques are currently restricted to private property, 
this month the department is introducing a permitting 
system that will allow them to park in public spaces and 
on city streets. “For some, a storefront lease is just too 
costly,” says Dick-Endrizzi. “But for others, mobile retail 
is a smart business model—they’re not interested in brick-
and-mortar.” Meet the future of pop-up shops. ❒
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